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The i'hilosophical F oundat ;on on whic h
the New Age is being buil t

COSMIC AWARENIthiS is the rotes that expressed Itself through Jesus .if Nazareth the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce an d
other great avatars who served an 'Channels' for the ' Heavenly Father' and who spec again today as the world begins to enter the New Ag e
of spiritual consciousness and awareness . Since 19l :i Cosmic Awareness has been communicating through carefully-trained channels . The infor-
mation contained herein wail received from deep super-conscious trance levels and `interpreted ' by an entity affiliated with C .A. .C . This
i nformation is for those who desire to help in bringing in the New Age, '1'hrou auut the thousands of 'R.eedings' given through these channels ,
Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe anythin•', but to question, explore . doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel ,
what is the truth . Cosmic Awarener will only indicate and uuggeat. Neither C .A .C ., the Aquarian Church of LTnlveraal Service, or the Interpreter .
Paul Shochlcy is responsible for anything Cosmic Awareness may state in any of these readings, nor does C .A .C . or Paul Shockley necessaril y
believe or alfrec with the statetnenta of Cosmic Awareness . Paul interprets the energies as he sees them in trance levels and is aot personall y
responsible for what is said.Members of C .A .C. are Invited to send in questions of general interest to ash Awareness for poasible publication .
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ED's Note :

Metier Baba was a self-proclaimed messiah and guru who built a large following, particularly during the Sixties among the Hippie s
sat,'

	

and others . The adulation for this entity came close to fanaticism in many eases . A bewitching quality about this entity was the

fact that for some thirty odd years he never spoke a word, but conveyed his philosophy through books and articles . "When 1 brea k

my silence, the world will be shaken into the realization of who I am," he suggested mysteriously, a statement accepted by man y

that when he again would speak, the world would finally recognize that the true Messiah had returned . Unfortunately, the entity

unexpectedly died about ten years ago, without saying a word . His books live on, however, and the two most popular are, "Listen ,
Humanity," ($3 .45) and "The Path of Love" ($3 .95), which are available in many bookstores or through C .A .C .

QUESTION :

A Question from J .T . of' Elizabeth, N .J . "Merwan S herier I r ani, later called Meher Baba by his disciples, was born in Duna, India
on February 25, 1394- . Mehcr Baba said he is the avatar of this age, or God himself, coming to Earth in human form . Baba said zi .a t
in previous divine incarnations, he was Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed and others. Would Awareness comment on this an d
Baba's calibre . Would Awareness point out why Baba 's books of the highest spiritual clarity and depths were not recommended by '
 Awareness channel? Would Awareness explain what Baba meant when he said, "When I break my siicnce, the world will b e

shaken into the realization of who I am ." and when will the book written by Raba containing many secrets of the Universe b e
released to the world? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates the entity tuned into those vibrations, tuned into the higher realms of consciousness ,
the entity did make a mistake in thinking that these realms of consciousness, these identified vibrations of th e
various entities whom this entity believed himself to be the reincarnation of, this entity made the mistake i n
thinking that because he experienced these levels and vibrations and attuned himself to these levels . that he wa s
indeed a reincarnation of these levels .

This Awareness indicates that this entity is not alone in such identification, that : there could be an entire organ-
ization of entities, a club or clan or group of entities who believe themselves to be the reincarnation of Jesus, o f
Mohammed, or others . This Awareness indicates that there are quite a large number of entities who believe them -
selves to be the reincarnation of Michael . This Awareness indicates that part of this is due to the closeness of thes e
energies, the significance of these energies and the fact that entities move their consciousness into those energie s
and identify with those energies, feel those energies and experience those energies in such a level that they believ e
themselves to have been that energy . This Awareness indicates this is a form of identit Cation similar to that know n
as transpersonative experience, wherein one entity moves his or her astral body into; die energies of another, an d
feels those energies and knows that entity with great intimacy .

This Awareness indicates when an entity can tune into another in this way, the entity is quite aware of the inne r
feelings of another person . This Awareness suggests that when an entity tunes into energies of the past, the energie s
of a previous entity such as Mohammed or Jesus, the entity may dwell in these feelings, may identify with thes e
feelings, and may believe himself to have been that entity because he can feel these energies so deeply . This Aware-
ness indicates that Metier Baba as one who reached a very high state of consciousness, but who also was somewha t
self-centered and who believed and fell for the problem of self and mcssiahism . This Awareness indicates this entit y
as one who had great effect on many entities, and who had the ability to serve many entities, but this entity ha s
fooled himself along with his followers, or attempted to fool his followers, when claiming to be the reincarnatio n
of all those entities, and when implying or storing that he is God come down to Earth . Thi _Awareness iusiic:.tes
even Jesuswas not__God	 conedowerto__ t11t r esus was the channel whits allotysti the . c i brit of God to ~ea .)< _
through . This Awareness indicates in the same manner, this entity was a channel for God . This Awareness indicat e
that each entity upon this plane can make that claim, for each entity contains within themself the Spirit of God ,
the God-Cell and that Spirit of God which permeates all things in the Universe, all living things, is available to al l
entities to express and to channel .
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This Awareness indicates that in the past, personality played a major role in creating religions, religions create d
a major role in influencing masses, the influence of masses played a major role in lifting consciousness and in teach-
ing and in giving entities the sense of belonging . This Awareness indicates in this New Age, the message is the role ,
the message is the major thing, the person or personality, the channel needs not he worshipped, needs not have
praise, needs not he placed in a position : of great esteem, needs simply the same respect that any other entiti y
needs, but no more---the channei needs only to have the space and opportunity necessary to carry on that wor k
of being a channel ,tfle rhanne' Ineznutneed . _ .lac ..worshippcd as diyinei tl dhannel	 elms nor- needto be given _
great praise and adoration--the channel is simply a vessel, a tool through which

This Awareness indicates when you water a garden, the water is that which is praised and desired, and is benef-
icial to your garden . This Awareness indicates the hose which carries the water, or the bucket which carries th e
water, this is the vessel, the channel . This Awareness indicates these are essential and important parts in reachin g
the goal of watering the garden, but you need not confuse the hose with the water, 	 for the water is the	
is bei> cone:ed_through._rhe 1 ld,thisshannel being thehos,.This Awareness indicates the hose needs onl y
to have the proper space to function as it needs to function in order to carry the water.

This Awareness suggests that wherein an entity becomes confused with the Spirit, wherein a hose become con -
fused with the water, masses can eventually become confused as to what it is that is being conveyed . This Aware-
ness suggests this is likened unto the masses believing in the hose and forgetting the water, believing in the channe l
and forgetting the Spirit or message, and taking this hose and bringing the hose down and placing the hose in th e
garden but cutting off the floss of Spirit, believing the hose is the message, is the Spirit, is the God . This Awarenes s
indicates do not confuse that which is the message, that which is the teaching, that which is the essence of th e
Spirit, with that which is carrying the message, carrying that S pirit or conveying a channel .

This Awareness suggests there is a difference between the cup and the water--th e
cup is necessary for conveying the water, but the water is that which quenches th e
thirst . This Awareness suggests you study the messages of Meher Baba, but you no t
worhip Meher Baba. If you must worship, worship the message, which applies, which
is accurate and which appears to he the exact and uncolored reflection of the divin e
sniritual forces of the Universe .

']'his Awarenessindica s

	

beg	instu._bra.gaapuretlu: -
channel_=ebeing supreme or overly powerful or being tlic_In1rshanuc:i,-ur- t-he,

_onlymessiah, this Awareness indicates that message most likely is egrping fxgm~lls ._
	 mind of the channel rather than from t:he Spirit of the Divine Unilgick,le, for th e
Spirit of the Divine Universe is everywhere present, and favors all entities equally ,
does not put itself entirely into the hands of any mortal being. Thi s_..Awar4ness _

indicate . ifrhissiati indecd. were the_ God come down to Lart_h,_eacl tsiyely,	 thixl _

with the death or departure of this entity, the entire Universe would_also disap ar.

This Awareness indicates the Spirit of the Universe is far greater than any morta l
claims .

This Awareness suggests that in as much as Meher Baba is God, so are you and so is every other mortal being .
This Awareness indicates this type of teaching, this kind of pronouncement, this type of c iaim which many spiri t
usl leaders enjoy placing before their followers, this is a kind of message which is unnecessary and inappropriat e
for entities upon this plane; for even though from one level of understanding there may be a grain of truth, th e
message gets distorted by the time the people or followers hear the message, and the follower believes the maste r
to be claiming exclusively to be the Divine Creator and Messiah . This Awareness indicates this type of message i s
quite juvenile in the spiritual realms . This Awareness indicates messages of this type do great damage to the other
teachings of such entities .
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This Awareness suggests that the entity Meiher Baba had much information, gave much which was of great value .
This Awareness asks that .entitics in stn lying this entity's messages look for the parts which are valuable, whic h
they can apply to their lives and which will benefit them, and to ignore the claims by this entity, for these are bu t
messages of sound and fury, signifying nothing hut that the entity became overly vain and proud of his own spirit-
ual development at :I, time when in a state of spiritual weakness .

QUESTION :

That then expizins what 13aba meant when he said, "When I break my silence the world will be shaken into the realization o f
Who I am . " Is that correct ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this in the affirmative .

ED's Note :

For more iuforrm,.tion on this subject relating to channels, please refer to Revelations of Awareness No . 78-26 (More about Edgar Cayce) ;

No . 78-25 (Is Cosmic : Awareness a false prophet?), and 78-46 (k Paul Shockley the tare Messiah?) $2 .00 each from C .A.C .

Also, please refer to the various readings about "Ascended Masters" .

IS A MASTER OR INITiA 'i tON R!EQU FE D

TO ESCAPE THE 'V'.'t,IrE.L C1 = 3IRTH, DEATH, AahlO RE' :tRT ;4 7

QUESTION :

A question from I< .G. in Utah . l Iis question . "All Indian Saints say that it is impossible to end the wheel of reincarnatio n
without initiation by a living saint or master who has become one with God . Is this tTtte 01' false ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness asks one question : What is there that is not alive ?

QUESTION :

I think he means in the sense of living on this plane .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that there are many experiences on other planes . There are many saints who are no t
recognized as saints . There arc many initiations which come about not from individual efforts, but from situations .
This Awareness indicates this concept as has been stated in this question as simply out of the question .

(Closing Message )

This A" .varcness indicates that the greatest hindrance to harmony comes about from the anxious feelings o f
entities who believe they must fight against something within themselves, within the society, or with :. . th e
Universe, or ,vithin concepts, beliefs, activities, or associations, in order to find a place to be who they are . Thi s
Awareness indicates the greatest method of finding harmony is to accept yourself, your beliefs, your association ,
your world, your universe, your purposes for what they are . Once accepting these for what they are, you ma y
then take a tiny step ro change whatever you desire to change, but take that step with faith, with rela.,'atio n
and harmony, and without the feeling that you must : fight against something in order to take that step .

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness t ;^;nT unications .
F.O. Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507 ( A non-profit organization) . Rates and membership information is available upo n
request . For samples of these communications, send 83 .00 for 80 page book, `Cosmic Awareness Sneaks' to above address.
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